Hypercube network is one of the most important multiprocessing mechanisms in parallel computing. At present, many network topologies are proposed by using hypercube characteristics. Such as Peer-to-Peer networks. The MPPR algorithm proposes in this paper is an improvement for the routing algorithm of HyperD (a labeling schema Peer-to-Peer networks), and the god is to find a better path in the effective period of time. The algorithm consists of two steps in which querying at all paths that satisfy the conditional probability ratio and then select the optimal path. The algorithm can find better paths in small time fluctuation range, thus it saves overhead of the network.
neighbors.
In this article, the following symbols and definitions are used: Let D = (VD, ED) be a graph representing a HyperD instance with d = |VD| nodes and e = |ED| edges. D is a subgraph of the k-dimensional hypercube H = (VH, EH) with VD ⊆ VH, ED ⊆ EH.Clearly, d ≤ 2 k and e ≤ k2 k−1 .
Definition 1: (label space). The Label Space LS(H) is a set of binary label of a hypercube H, if H is a k-dimensional hypercube, then the number of labels: |LS(H)| = 2 k . Set of labels in a part of the hypercube with |LS(v)| , each D  v is assigned at least one binary label. Because in a partial hypercube D, a node can manage multiple labels, so |LS(D)|=|LS(H)|. Fig.2 shows a hypercube with a 4-dimension [7] . Definition 2 (Neighborhood). Two distinct nodes in a full hypercube are adjacent if their labels differ in exactly one position. In this case we also speak of the labels being adjacent. Two nodes u  VD and v  VD are neighbors if there is at least one label in LS(u) that is adjacent to some label in LS(v). Any node u  VD has a set of neighboring nodes denoted by neighborhood (u) [7] .
Definition 3 (Edges). Let uVD and vVD be two neighboring nodes. Then edge(u,v) indicates that a virtual connection exists between the two nodes which is represented by an undirected edge in the HyperD graph. As noted earlier, two nodes that share an edge may not necessarily be neighbors in the underlying physical network. They do, however, maintain the necessary information to allow communication between them [7] .
Definition 4 (Node Distance). Let difference ( i l , j l ) be the bit difference (Hamming distance) between two labels i l LS(D) and j l LS(D). Then, for any two nodes uVD and vVD, distance (u,v) = min(difference( u l , v l )) where u l LS(u) and v l LS(v) [7] . HyperD to equivalent to an undirected graph, the graph is directly connected by each node and its neighbor and hamming distance are 1 (as weight).
HyperDRoution Algorithm and Shortest Path Algorithm
In P2P networks, the available resources are limited. In order to reduce network load and improve throughput, it is necessary to reduce communication cost between nodes.
Andi, Toce etc, present the idea of using greed thought to solve routing algorithms [7] . Each step of the algorithm is to find a neighbor of current node,and the neighbor satisfies to the destination node is distance minimum. Summarizing in HyperDRouting. The time complexity of the algorithm is related to the hamming of the two points of the query, closing to O(k 2 ), where k is the dimension.
The HyperDRouting recursively identifies a path connecting the source node and destination node. At each intermediate node along the path the same criteria is used to forward the message. Furthermore, each node will usually have multiple choices to forward the message, since multiple paths between any two nodes exists in a hypercube. The availability of such choices is crucial in a dynamic network where nodes may fail and thus it may eliminate a particular path between two nodes [7] . Fig.1 . shows three possible paths from node (000011) to node (111110). Since every hop is chosen based on each neighbor label distance to the destination node, and the long path containing 010011 and 000111 has the same chance of being selected as the shorter path.
Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path [1] , we need to find all possible paths in the calculation chart, the time complexity is O(n 2 ) and the space complexity is O(n 3 )(n is the labels in HyperD). Obviously, the method can find the shortest path, but the efficiency is very low.
Heuristic algorithm of priority condition
This section introduces a heuristic algorithm to find the most probable solution of the shortest path. First defining some concepts.
Definition 5. (Neighborhoods Set).The number of neighbor labels that a node label has. Since a node in n-dimensional HyperD may contain more than one label, its neighbor number is greater than n.
Min Distance and Max Neighborhoods Priority Algorithm:
The HyperDRouting algorithm find every min distance between nodes, so the optimization of random probability is relatively large,so we proposed the algorithm MPPR. Algorithm 1, selecting all the nodes to meet the conditions of the cycle iteration (7~11 line), when the destination node is found, the path is placed in the statistical path set Paths.
Algorithm 1 mainly adds the restrictions on the HyperRouting{select all the largest node Neighborhoods}, so can find a better path. Fig.1 . as example, with the same min distance, algorithm 1 will give priority to 100011, thus finding a shorter path (000011-100011-101011-101110-111110).It time complexity is related to the number of nodes selected each time. If it is divided into m paths, then the time complexity is O (mk 2 ),The number of m is finite and in each step the node satisfied the 7 line condition usually unique,and k is the dimensions.
Note:When the HyperD sparsity rate is below 5%, the 7st line selects a neighbor node that satisfies the conditions, and the time complexity is reduced to O (k 2 ).
Experiment
To create an instance of a HyperD and test all algorithms described in this chapter we codes a JAVA program using the Eclipse platform, experiments run on Window7 systems, i5 processors, and 4G running memory. In order to ensure the reliability of the algorithm, the data structure used by the algorithm is consistent as much as possible.
Different Dimensions and Sparse Rates
Through a large number of experiments, we find the average query path length of several 5~11 dimension in the 50% sparse rate. Both the source node (u) and the destination node (v) are randomly generated in their corresponding dimensions, and the corresponding running time is given. When 8~11 dimension the running time was (15.3,48.9,223.0,935.6), in contrast to better display (10+) on behalf of its running time, due to the internal edges between the internal labels of each node need to be considered, so the running time of Dijkstra is very high, the data structure of several other algorithms using the same. The results are shown in Fig.2.   Fig.2 . multiple min distance and most neighborhood label path selection
Conclusion
This paper studies the routing algorithms and their existing problems in the dynamic HyperD labeling model. Firstly, an improved MPPR algorithm is proposed, so as to find the path better. Finally, several algorithms are compared, and the correctness and effectiveness of the algorithm are proved by a large number of experiments.
